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Overview of Poll

Goal: Understanding how party affiliation affects an individual’s view on 
Covid-19 Mandate’s and Governmental Action

Execution: We gathered results from 50 AP US Gov students to ensure that 
most of our targeted audience understood the questions and had strong 
political beliefs. 

Sample Size: We were very pleased that our poll was diverse with different 
political parties and ideologies. However, we wish we had a larger sample 
size with a greater amount of responses. 



Question 1: Political Party



Question 2: Is a Federal Mask Mandate 
Constitutional





Notable Arguments: Mask Mandates

Is constitutional because:

- For public health/safety
- Elastic/Necessary and 

Proper Clause (Article 1, 
Section 8)

Is unconstitutional because:

- Should be up to the states 
(Health issue) (10th 
Amendment)

- Goes against liberties and 
the right to choose



Question 3: Should the Government 
require vaccines





Notable Arguments: Vaccine Requirement

Yes

● Ensures the health of the people
● Affects the people around you, 

not just you
● There are already required 

vaccines

No

● Should be encouraged but not 
required

● People should be allowed to 
make their choice

● Not constitutional but beneficial



Question 4: What system of government 
has the right to create Covid guidelines? 







Question 5: Should the government 
continue to send out stimulus packages to 
individuals making 75,000 dollars or less?





Notable Arguments

In favor of stimulus checks: 

-Yes because COVID is still 
affecting people everyday. 

-Yes, because Covid is having 
long term impacts on low 
income individuals.

Against Stimulus Checks:

-No. Keeps people dependent on 
government.

-No because individuals are not using the 
stimulus appropriately. People are putting 
their money into stocks and stuff like that, 
which is not the purpose of the package.

-We don’t have enough money to send to 
families as it is. This package only puts us 
into deeper economic crisis



MEDIA IN THE U.S.

Ben, Beck, Jack, Alexandra, Maddy



Who did we poll and why?

● All AP Gov Students (Comparative and United States)
● Most interested and informed on current events and politics 
● Gen Z use of Social Media 
● Lack of political ignorance

Sample Size: 

● 40 Students (juniors and seniors)
● Not very representative of the community 
● Small sample size and not random sampling



Flaws and contributing factors 

● Small Sample size 
● People taking the poll in the 

classroom
● Political Socialization- if the 

poll were to be taken at home? 
● Bias of polling informed 

students who are interested in 
politics



Political Culture at SHP

● Fairly dispersed political 
alignment

● Majority white student 
population

● Majority of students 
align with the 
democratic party



Backlash Received from Posting on Social Media?

“I’ve had people swipe up and tell me my beliefs are wrong”

“Yes, people don't try to see the other side, they get caught up in the uninformed populist 
theories of social media.”

“Yes, reposting conservative political viewpoints has led to people calling me racist/other 
accusations”

“Yes. I have had others disagree with me and attempt to fight with me about my ideology.”

“Yes- many of my acquaintances who have conservative/republican viewpoints love to swipe 
up and tell me why I'm wrong.”

-People feel more confident expressing hate behind a screen 
- 24 students said they never faced backlash because they don’t share



Polarization in the Media ● Comment sections can be 
dangerous places as differing 
ideologies often are not used 
to being exposed to 
contrasting viewpoints

● Explains why many SHP 
students tend to avoid politics 
on social media 



Media Culture at SHP ● Surprising data regarding lack of 
political interest on social media

● Possibly because our age group 
tends to be more focused on 
social aspect of media 
(celebrities) rather than political

● Majority do not engage in politics 
via social media



Confirmation Bias: the tendency to interpret new 
evidence as confirmation of one's existing beliefs or 
theories.

● Fox - conservative and 
Republican supporting

● CNN - democratic 
● CBS - leans left and liberal 
● People listen to what they 

want to confirm their own 
beliefs. 



The “media has their own political agenda”

“Bias news sources create versions of their opposing 
party/ideology in a negative light, from both sides” 

“I think news platforms catering to respective political ideologies 
causes our society to be more politically divided and polarized”

“People are only following/watching news sources that they align 
with so they do not get to see diverse political opinions”

Why do you think the media is causing more 
Political Polarization? 



FEDERAL MINIMUM 
WAGE POLL

Luke Maxwell, Eric Bollar, Robert Plaschke



Data collected through Google 
Form and shared with SHP 
Sophomores as well as SHP 

Faculty & Staff through email. 
Also shared with more adults 

through our parents.



Who Completed the Poll - 68 Responses

Arizona - 1
California - 64
Oklahoma - 1
Oregon - 1
Washington - 1

Democrat - 49
Independent - 6
Republican - 9
Socialist - 1
None - 3



Federal Minimum Wage
Should there be a Federal Minimum Wage?

Should the Federal Minimum Wage Change 
(Currently at $7.25/hr)?



Suggested Federal Minimum Wage
Suggested Wage Frequency

$9.50 1

$10.00 9

$11.50 1

$12.00 7

$12.50 1

$15.00 18

$15.25 1

$16.50 1

$16.54 1

$20.00 3

$21.50 1
Here is where actual $7.25 FMW lies.



Taxes

If Federal Minimum Wage is increased,

should tax rates be increased?



State Minimum Wage

Would you like your state to raise its

minimum wage?

California’s minimum wage is 
$13.00, but many regions in the state 
set it higher.



Personal Experience

Have you ever worked a minimum wage job?

Food Industry - 29
Retail - 24
Childcare - 7
Lifeguard - 4
Other - 6



CLIMATE CHANGE #1

Annika Jones, Storie Lynch, & Elizabeth Madigan













CLIMATE CHANGE #2

Dominique Lanfear, Paedrin Gillett, Juliana Berkey



Overview: 
- Generations and how they feel about climate change 
- Student body and faculty polled 
- We are biased toward climate change being real/a crisis
- Our poll was approved easily with no needed edits



Demographic: Age 



Faculty Age Range



Results: 









U.S. GOVERNMENT

Mischa Chaikovsky and Nicholas Zamboldi



Who responded:



Write in



What are America’s Core Values?



What are America’s Core Values?



What is the Role of Government?



What is the Role of Government?
















